Agenda

• There is no lecture for today’s class.
• Today’s class will consist of a pass/fail writing sample (you should have received an e-mail)
  • A pass grade is required to take the class, but you will have another opportunity if needed
  • 200-300 words, or roughly 3-5 sentences
  • We are grading sentence construction, not content
Logistics

• Next Tuesday’s lecture will give introduction / overview of class
• But in the meantime, checkout the webpage for assignment topics / due dates / grading policy, etc. Come armed with questions!

http://www.ics.uci.edu/~dramanan/teaching/ics139w_fall14/
Logistics

• If you are on the waiting list, I suggest coming to class in the first couple of weeks to see if spots open up (we are already maxed out due to space constraints)
HW assignment (for next class)

Read this article

http://www.joelonsoftware.com/articles/CollegeAdvice.html